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Abstract. This paper describes the hierarchical hybrid grid framework,
which is a storage scheme for the efficient representation and application
of discrete operators and variables on globally unstructured but patch-
wise regular grids. By exploiting patch-wise regularity it overcomes the
performance penalty commonly associated with unstructured grids. Fur-
thermore, it is well suited for distributed memory parallel architectures.

1 The Project Goal

The aim of the hierarchical hybrid grid approach is to perform multilevel al-
gorithms efficiently on unstructured grids. However, it is well known that op-
erations on unstructured grids achieve a lower run-time performance as mea-
sured in GFLOP/s as operations on structured grids. The main advantage of
the structured operations is that regular patterns in the problem are known at
compile time and can therefore be exploited for optimisation purposes. Hence,
our strategy to reduce the performance penalty associated with unstructured
grids is to introduce regularity in the computations. The importance of regu-
larity as a key to high performance is also investigated by the FEAST [1] and
ExPDE [5] projects, amongst others. Current versions of the hierarchical hybrid
grid library have been used in projects such as natural attenuation simulations
in environmental sciences, see [2].

2 The Hierarchical Hybrid Grid Concept

To achieve our aim, we combine and extend techniques from geometric multigrid
(generation of nested grids) and computational fluid dynamics (multiblock grids)
to construct grids that exhibit hierarchical, patch-wise regular structures in a
globally unstructured, hybrid grid. The construction of a hierarchical hybrid
grid is illustrated in figure 1. Thus, by construction, our approach combines the
performance of operations on structured regions with the main advantage of
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Fig. 1. From left to right: The hybrid input grid and the first three levels of refinement.
After two levels of refinement (second from right) each patch has a structured interior
which can be exploited to increase performance.

unstructured grids, namely the ability to represent complex problem domains.
For further background information see [4].

It has to be pointed out that the patch-wise regularity of the refined grid levels
alone does not produce an automatic performance improvement. The algorithms
and the storage schemes have to adapted to reflect the structure. The standard
way to represent a differential operator discretized by linear finite elements on
a hierarchical hybrid grid is to store the stencil weights for each point in some
sparse matrix format. Inside a volume cell, a cube say, the shape of the stencil
is constant for all interior points. If, furthermore, the problem is linear with
constant problem parameters inside the volume cell, then the entries of the
stencil are also constant for all points in the cube. Hence, in this ideal case, the
application of the operator to a variable can be reduced to the application of
one stencil to all points inside the cell. Similar considerations apply to other
cell types (prisms, tetrahedra) and faces (triangles, quadrilaterals) in 3D grids.
Vertices and edges have to be treated in an unstructured fashion, given that the
unstructured nature of the base grid manifests itself at these objects.

The efficient way of representing the operator is complemented by a storage
scheme for the unknowns that allows index arithmetic to access neighbouring
values, thus doing away with the need to store neighbourhood information ex-
plicitly.

3 Performance Results

In this section, we present performance results on different current architectures
to show that the approach performs well on PCs and on supercomputers alike.
Given that the aim is to make better use of the individual processors in a parallel
application, we concentrate on MFLOP rates and not on the total run time of
the applications, thus neglecting network influences on the parallel performance.
The PCs are equipped with Intel PentiumIV processors, running at 2.4 GHz and
a theoretical peak performance of 4.8 GFLOP/s. The processors of the Hitachi
SR8000 supercomputer run at 375 MHz with a theoretical peak performance of
1.5 GFLOP/s.
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Table 1. Performance of Gauß-Seidel iterations on a hexahedral element using a 27
point stencil. The results for the different implementations are given in MFLOP/s.

Refinement levels 4 5 6 7
#unknowns 3375 29791 250047 2048383

CRS 328 352 347 352PentiumIV
HHG 1278 1036 1106 980
CRS 42 43 44 45SR8000
HHG 146 333 530 443

The grids in the computations consist of hexahedra and quadrilaterals. In
order to illustrate the maximum performance that can be achieved by exploiting
regular structures, we concentrate on the case where the operator indeed reduces
to a single stencil per object. The MFLOP rate is computed by dividing the
number of floating point operations on that partition by the process time. The
process time in turn is computed as the quotient of the number of all cycles
used by the section of the process being assessed over the number of cycles per
second. On the Intel platform, the PAPI library [3] was used to count the number
of floating point operations and the number of cycles, while on the Hitachi the
profiler of the compiler suite was employed.

We start with a comparison of the performance of Gauß-Seidel iterations on
a cube, once implemented with the common compressed row storage format, the
other time using stencil operations. As table 1 shows, the regular implementation
is significantly faster on both tested platforms. More complex algorithms also
achieve good performance, as can be seen from table 2 which gives the results
for the conjugate gradient algorithm and a V(2,2) multigrid cycle. The example
of the conjugate gradient method demonstrates that even algorithms with few
matrix-vector operations per iteration gain in speed. To support our claim that
the increase in the overall performance is due to the matrix-vector product,
we include the performance of the daxpy-operation, which is the main other
component in the algorithms and which has not been optimised yet.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a framework for the generation and exploitation of patch-wise
regular structures from an unstructured input grid, thus preserving geometric
flexibility while allowing efficient computations. Our experiments show that a
substantial gain can be expected on all platforms over standard unstructured
implementations. While architectures like the Intel PentiumIV permit a speed
up factor of up to 3, the results on the Hitachi SR8000 show an improvement of
a factor close to 10.

The implementation does not yet realize the full scope of the concept. The
extension to different cell types, to problems with variable coefficients and the
inclusion of grid adaptivity is ongoing work.
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Table 2. Performance of conjugate gradient (CG) and geometric multigrid (GMG)
algorithms, again using a 27 point stencil. These results were obtained on a single node
in a MPI-parallel computation. The partition consisted of one cube with six remote
faces. By daxpy we denote the operation of adding one vector, scaled by a scalar, to
another vector. M-V product denotes the matrix-vector multiplication. All results are
again given in MFLOP/s.

Refinement levels 4 5 6 7
#unknowns 3375 29791 250047 2048383

daxpy 324 141 152 159
M-V product 1345 1372 1216 1183PentiumIV

CG 280 441 549 571
V(2,2) GMG 190 441 632 749

daxpy 58 102 158 209
M-V product 186 430 672 847SR8000

CG 22 113 247 391
V(2,2) GMG 24 97 243 392
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